The Babylon Line – Archive Items and Process Description
Synopsis: Aaron Port, a struggling author, takes a job teaching writing in an adult evening course
in Levittown, Long Island. Among his students, mostly housewives with a minimal interest in writing, is
Joan Dellamond, a somewhat mysterious but intelligent woman trapped in a disappointing marriage and
an uninspiring community. The play follows the relationship of Aaron and Joan as it intensifies. This
growing attraction between them happens at the same time as Aaron tries to get the students to reveal and
write down their stories and as he takes notes about their lives to use in his own writing.
Aaron and Joan come very close to sexually consummating their attraction but Aaron finally balks
and walks away from the decisive moment. The play is a looking back at the passionate opportunity Aaron
denied himself and Joan. I was reminded of Henry James’ story “The Beast in the Jungle”.

1.

The following notes I made for myself after I had read the play and needed to organize my thoughts
about the main characters and how I saw their motivations and interactions. I also noted how the
physical nature of Levittown, its dreary uniformity, could become a metaphorical visual element in
the poster. An idea that the playwright liked. These notes prepared me for a long phone
conversation with Richard Greenberg, the playwright.

Written notes, 8.5” x 11”

2.

In these first drawings I am experimenting with different poses that I might use to show Aaron
writing. I was thinking of him both as a teacher and as a writer taking notes.

Pencil sketch, 9” x 11.25”
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3.

These drawings continue to search for a pose for Aaron that would support his role as a writer and
also introduce the idea of houses lined up (as they were in Levittown) as a kind of geometric
prison for the character of Joan.

Pencil sketch, 9.25” x 10”
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4.

More possible poses for both Aaron and Joan and two different placements of the figures within
the enclosure of the houses. Here I am seeing them as equal in size, an idea I abandon as being
graphically boring and psychologically inert.

Pencil sketch, 9” x 12”
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5.

In these drawings I am imagining Joan as a seductress reclining among the houses and Aaron as a
bit of a pedant ignoring the voluptuous Joan. I’m also trying out the idea of Aaron writing out the
title of the play.

Pencil sketch, 9” x 10”
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6.

This earliest color sketch uses a self-absorbed pose for Aaron and a more Madonna-like pose for
Joan. Here I have them both caught in the grid of the Levittown development.

Color study, 5.25” x 9.75”
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7.

The change here is that I use an “explaining” pose for Aaron to make him more like a teacher and
less like a writer, a decision I will eventually return to.

Color study, 9.25” x 8”
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8.
Back to the reclining Joan and the title-writing Aaron. The color of the houses as a depressing
monotone gets tried out here as well as a sexy red for Joan’s dress. I also decide that it is Joan who is held
as a kind of prisoner in the monotony of her life in Levittown and Aaron is really an onlooker to that
architectural and psychological reality and he shouldn’t be shown within the houses.

Color study, 5.75” x 10.25”
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9.

Pencil studies I made from my research in to the style of houses that were built in Levittown and
other housing developments of the 1950’s and 60’s.

Pencil sketch, 9” x 11.25”
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10.

I decided that the change of background color from green to dark grey separated the characters
too much. They were already separated enough by the houses. I was a little uncertain about Joan
popping out from behind a house as though she was growing from the ground like a tree but I
persuaded myself that since the houses were a little surreal, her figure could be, too. Aaron’s pose
in this sketch seemed too uninvolving so I decided in the next sketch to turn him to face the
viewer, as though he was teaching us.

Color study, 6” x 11”
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11.

This is the first sketch I showed LCT and to the author, Richard Greenberg. The response from
the group at the theater was basically positive but Greenberg had a lot of trouble with Joan’s
figure. She was too passive and Madonna-like, he felt, and not nearly the dynamic engine of the
play that he had written. He suggested there should be more and anger and less sense of
disappointment in her demeanor.

Color study, 7” x 10”
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12.

This is one of the many photographs I took of an actor friend trying out more assertive poses for
the Joan character in the poster.

Photograph, 11” x 8.5”
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13.

A study I did of the most promising pose.

Color study, 11.5” x 10.25”
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14.

This sketch was approved.

Color study, 6.25” x 10.25”
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15.

The actor, Josh Radnor, who was going to play Aaron was still in Los Angeles finishing up his
work on a TV show, but LCT provided me with a look-alike actor to work out the specifics of the
pose for the final art. For the actor playing Joan, Elizabeth Reaser (also unavailable), I worked
from headshots of her and superimposed her features on the model I had photographed. Not an
ideal way of working but there was no other choice.

Photograph, 8.5” x 11”
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16.

An attempt at a finished painting in which the color became too heavy and the foreground figure’s
face became too dark.

Color study, 11.5” x 16.25”
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17.

The finished art.

Final poster artwork, 10” x 16”
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